The pack turns stories or accounts into appropriate diagrams — e.g. situations (RBP); courses of action (XPD); impacts to phenomena, answers to questions, or ideas for innovation — and improves decision-making through thoughtful and informed choices.

The pack expresses graphically how impacts are likely (or thought) to arise from the proposed action, and thus facilitates the construction, understanding, and verification of the causal argument in a negotiated manner.

The pack adds concerns and commitments (XPD) tailored to the needs of the stakeholders involved, and thus helps gain understanding about assumptions and knowledge (or lack thereof) regarding the proposed action.

The pack juxtaposes internal elements of action proposals or conduct (e.g. plans, policies, strategies) regarding the relations between concerns, objectives, action, and outcomes, and thus enables a more informed and structured discussion.

The pack expresses graphically the content of 'action proposals' (e.g. public or private plans, policies, strategies) geared towards training professionals and activities (Perdicoúlis, 2014b); gray disk: the extended field of human knowledge (Perdicoúlis et al., 2012), blue disk: the professional field and activities (Perdicoúlis, 2014a), red disk: the primary 'intangibles' and thus promotes the development of systems (Perdicoúlis, 2014g,h); green disk: the primary professional ensembles (Perdicoúlis, 2014d)

The pack gives a visual form to mental models of 'how entities relate' in terms of order or hierarchy, and thus helps to gain understanding about the relationships between different elements of the system.

The pack expresses graphically 'how things are done' — for instance, in the preparation of plans and strategies, and thus helps to gain understanding about the operational processes and procedures.

The pack adds visuals that are used to explore the system or the system's parts — expository modelling for exploring and understanding structure and function (Perdicoúlis, 2014c).
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The pack expresses graphically the way we reason to reach our decisions as an 'information flow causality', and thus helps to improve decision-making through informed choices.
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